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Collin College has had a massive journey in the past few years. Unfortunately, the 
previous year it suffered from incredibly low involvement within its chapter. This was 
reflected in their presence at the general meetings as there were no attendees, except 
the executive team. In Fall of 2019, there were only about three members that attended 
the region conference; their recruitment efforts gained them five members for the region 
spring leadership conference of 2019. The greatest lesson they all learned at the 
meeting was to empower students.  
 
Current President Samar Rawas and Current Vice President Juan Sanchez established 
an excellent team for the 2019-2020 year. They took what they learned at state with the 
mission and the view of an impactful future for their SGA and other organizations at 
Collin College. Collin College SGA implemented the Student Government Association 
Representatives from each organization, just like those in other colleges, and allowed 
them to flourish into bright leaders. We now have over 87 students attending the Student 
Government Association meetings, but it doesn’t end there. Not only did students further 
their involvement, but they helped organizations understand the processes in student 
engagement and to stay educated on what Collin College has to offer. 
 
Each of the twenty delegates that attended the 2019 fall leadership conference joined a 
committee in the Region and has remained involved in the SGA at Collin. This is a 
fantastic transformation, as in the past, there were only three attendees.  
 
Lastly, the spring regional conference was historical in terms of even more delegates 
attending within Collin College but also with the sweeping victories earned through their 
hard work. Collin placed first, at Region, in Scrapbook of the Year, Event of the Year, 
Chapter of the Year, and won second in Student of the Year and Advisor of the year. 
The team is stronger than ever, and with elections recently coming to an end, we have 
three officers that were elected to serve a second term!  As a team, we all decided, with 
the approval of our advisors and pending the administration’s approval; we are running 
for Host School for the State Conference next year and President of the Region 2 
Conference.  
 
I am incredibly confident that the legacy will remain secure at Collin College, and I am 
genuinely proud to be a part of an organization that thrived off of authentic leadership. 

 
Samar Rawas 
SGA President 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 

 


